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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Mark works as a security manager for SoftTech Inc. He is involved in the BIA phase to create a
document to be used to help understand what impact a disruptive event would have on the
business. The impact might be financial or operational. Which of the following are the
objectives related to the above phase in which Mark is involved? Each correct answer
represents a part of the solution. Choose three.
A. Resource requirements identification
B. Down-time estimation
C. Performing vulnerability assessment
D. Criticality prioritization
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two features are commonly used CoPP and CPPr to protect the control plane?
(Choose two.)
A. class maps
B. traffic classification
C. Cisco Express Forwarding
D. QoS
E. access lists
F. policy maps
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A retailer procures electronic items from Vendor A and furniture items from Vendor B, and
wants the vendors to only have visibility to those item categories which are procured from

them. What should be set up to achieve this?
A. Set up the catalog Visibility attribute to the corresponding vendors for the item categories.
B. Set up seller entitlements with the corresponding vendors.
C. Set up customer entitlements with the corresponding vendors.
D. Set up the catalog Visibility attribute to the corresponding vendors for the item
classifications.
Answer: B
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